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H I G H L I G H T S  G R A P H I C A L  A B S T R A C T  

• Partially mixed BC and BrC result in 
similar optical properties to external 
mixing, but different from the internal 
mixing. 

• Internal BC-BrC mixing would not 
enhance absorption at short wavelength 
due to stronger shielding effect over 
lensing effect. 

• Smaller aerosol AAE values would be 
obtained if BC and BrC are well inter-
nally mixed. 

• BC and BrC mixing states would signif-
icantly affect their attribution.  
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A B S T R A C T   

Strongly absorbing black carbon (BC) particles are commonly mixed with other aerosols in the ambient atmo-
spheres, resulting in absorption enhancement known as the lensing effect. If other absorbing aerosols such as 
mineral dust and brown carbons (BrCs) are mixed with BC particles, resulting absorption properties are still less 
certain. Such mixtures are common due to large amounts of BrC (and tarballs) co-emitted with BC from biomass 
burning. Thus, this study focuses on mixtures of two absorbing carbonaceous aerosols with different spectral 
variations of absorption, and reveals the influences of mixing states on their absorption, especially on their 
spectral variation and enhancement. Three typical mixing states (internally, partially and externally mixed) and 
complex nonspherical BC structures (fractal aggregates) are considered accurately in the light scattering simu-
lations. The absorption Angstrom exponent (AAE) of internally mixed particles can increase to over 2 when BrC 
volume fraction is above 70%, but it is systematically smaller (by up to 0.1) than those of the partially mixed and 
externally mixed particles. Different from non-absorbing coating acting as a lens, internal mixing of BC and BrC 
may not enhance BC absorption at shorter wavelengths, while the total absorption may even be reduced due to 
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the “protection” of BC by the BrC coating, referred to as a “shielding effect”. Specifically, absorption enhance-
ment in the case of internal mixing is sensitive to coating absorptivity (influenced by both its refractive index and 
volume fraction), and becomes close to or even smaller than 1 as the coating becomes more absorbing. 
Furthermore, the mixing states of two absorbing aerosols would surely affect absorption attribution as well as 
downstream estimations of BC heating effects. Thus, it should be carefully considered in future studies.   

1. Introduction 

Carbonaceous aerosols, usually generated from biomass combustion 
and composed of black carbon (BC) and organic carbon (OC) (China 
et al., 2013; Ito et al., 2005). BC is one of the strongest light absorbing 
aerosols, and some organic carbon components moderately absorb light 
from the ultraviolet to visible wavelengths as well, which is known as 
brown carbon (BrC) (Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Cappa et al., 2012). These 
light absorbing carbon aerosols play a significant warming role on the 
climate, which are still one of the most uncertain components on aerosol 
effects and climate change studies (Andreae et al., 2006; Bond et al., 
2006; Bergstrom et al., 2007; Lack et al., 2012). 

Estimations of the radiative properties and effects of BC-containing 
aerosols are still of large uncertainties. One of the main reasons is 
relatively poor quantitative understanding on the optical properties of 
those BC aerosols in the ambient atmosphere. The mass absorption cross 
section (MAC) is a fundamental variable to quantify aerosol absorption 
capability, especially those of BC (Jacobson et al., 2001), whereas MAC 
of BC still has great uncertainties from both observational and numerical 
studies. To be specific, BC from different regions or emission sources 
show MACs ranging from 5.2 up to 19.3 m2/g (Martins et al., 1998), and 
a similar range (3.4–16.8 m2/g) is reported by Ram et al. (2009). By 
reviewing previous studies, a fresh BC MAC at an incident wavelength of 
550 nm is suggested to be 7.5 ± 1.2 m2/g (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006), 
and it is widely used in global aerosol modelling studies. However, 
compared to absorption of fresh BC, the absorption of aged BC (those 
normally mixed with other aerosols) may increase, and the absorption 
enhancement, specified by the ratio of aged/mixed BC absorption to that 
of fresh BC, is reported to be ranging from negligible (~1) to significant 
(~3.5) (Schnaiter et al., 2005; Cappa et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2014a,b; 
J. Wang et al., 2018a). Another important variable represents spectral 
variations of aerosols is referred to as the absorption Angstrom exponent 
(AAE). BC AAE is also not a fixed value, because it can be affected by 
multiple effects such as particle size, mixing state and morphology (Utry 
et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2018). Thus, the warming effects 
caused by BC-containing particles is complex which depends not only on 
BC microphysical characteristics but also particles mixing states (Cappa 
et al., 2012; Adachi et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2018). 

BC is often mixed with organic material (China et al., 2013; Ito et al., 
2005). Utry et al. (2014) found that environmental AAE are greatly 
affected by ratio of OC to elemental carbon, suggesting that both organic 
and elemental carbons play important roles in aerosol light absorption 
(BrC is known as part of organic carbon). Moreover, there is a large 
amount of BrC co-emitted from biomass burning (Pósfai et al., 2003; 
Yuan et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021). Yuan et al. (2020) found that 
approximately 28% of thousands of individual particles collected on the 
northern slope of the Himalayas are tarballs, and the contribution of 
tarball-containing particles may increase to over 50% on polluted days. 
An even higher tarball fraction of 80% is observed in the vicinity of 
biomass burning sources (Pósfai et al., 2003). Moreover, field observa-
tions show that BrC has higher absorption efficiency at wavelengths 
between 300 and 400 nm, and may contribute over 30% to aerosol total 
light absorption at the spectrum (Hoffer et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2008; 
Cheng et al., 2015). Even in the entire solar spectrum, the relatively 
contribution of BrC to light absorption can still reach 6.4–8.6% (Hoffer 
et al., 2006; Srinivas et al., 2013). Thus, although BC plays a leading role 
in aerosols absorption in the atmosphere, the contribution of BrC cannot 
be ignored especially from biomass combustion. 

The optical properties of BC mixed with weakly- or non-absorbing 
aerosols have been extensively studied using both numerical simula-
tions and observations (Lack and Cappa, 2010; Schnaiter et al., 2005; 
Bond et al., 2006). However, with significant amount of BrC in the at-
mosphere, especially from biomass burning, the unnegligible absorption 
of BrC at shorter wavelengths and its spectral variations make aerosol 
absorption properties more complex, not even mentioning mixtures of 
different absorbing materials. This raises the questions: would the ab-
sorption of BC and BrC mixtures be also enhanced? How would the 
absorption of two absorbing components be influenced by mixing? This 
study tries to answer those questions and to reveal the effect of mixing 
BC with other absorbing materials. The paper is organized as the 
following. Section 2 introduces the numerical models used for mixed 
aerosols with complex nonspherical BC geometries and mixing states. 
The influences of mixing states on the spectral absorption and absorp-
tion enhancement are discussed in Section 3, and Section 4 shows an 
example to demonstrate the further influences of such mixing on the 
absorption material attribution. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. Methods 

Realistic representations of aerosol microphysical and mixing prop-
erties are essential for their optical and radiative property studies. In 
contrast to spheres, BC particles show highly complicated aggregated 
morphology in the atmosphere (Chakrabarty et al., 2006; Wang et al., 

2017). A fractal aggregate model, parameterized as N = kf

(
R
a

)Df

, is 

widely used. Here, N is monomer number, a is monomer radius, kf is the 
fractal prefactor, Df is the fractal dimension, and R is the radius of gy-
ration. By changing kf and Df, the morphology of BC aggregate can be 
numerically generated. More details can be found in Sorensen (2001). 

After emitted, fresh BC particles undergo the so-called ‘aging’ pro-
cess during which BC are mixed with different materials in the atmo-
sphere, and often become coated by or attached with other aerosol 
components (e.g., by sulphate or sea salt) (Wang et al., 2018b; Liu et al., 
2016; Moteki et al., 2007; Cheng et al., 2014a,b; Huang et al., 2014). 
Observations indicate that resulting aerosols can be mixed to different 
degrees (China et al., 2013). To better investigate the optical properties 
of aged BC aerosols in details, we consider three mixing states, i.e., 
internally, partially and externally mixed ones. Different from most of 
previous studies that have the internally and externally mixed cases, this 
study considers a partially mixed case as well, which can be understood 
as a state between the internal and external ones. For better explanation, 
three examples of microscopic images of observed BC particles and the 
corresponding sketches are shown in Fig. 1. We use fractal aggregates to 
represent BC particles, and spheres to represent the BrC component. 
Here, the BC aggregates have 50 monomers and a Df of 1.8. The inter-
nally mixed model (IM, Fig. 1a) implies that the BC core is well coated at 
the center of the BrC sphere, and the partially mixed case (PM, Fig. 1b) 
means that the two components contact only at their boundaries. The 
externally mixed model (EM, Fig. 1c) represents the case when the BC 
aggregate and the spherical component exist separately in the same 
atmosphere (and are sufficiently isolated from each other). Here, we 
define the BC volume fraction FBC as the ratio of the BC component to the 
total volume of the mixture. Small FBC indicates BC particles that are 
heavily coated by BrC, while large FBC indicates BC-dominant mixtures. 
Specifically, we perform simulations with FBC between 0.01 and 0.99. 

Given the three mixing models, we use the discrete dipole 
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approximation (DDA) (Yurkin et al., 2007) to calculate the 
orientation-averaged optical properties. In the framework of the DDA, 
any particle is discretized into small sub-volumes (namely dipoles); the 
set of such dipoles can approximate any three-dimensional particle 
shape. It should be noticed that both internally mixed and partially 
mixed particles in Fig. 1(a) and (b) are treated as single particles for 
optical simulations, so their electromagnetic interactions are rigorously 
accounted for. However, the externally mixed particles consider BC and 
BrC particles separately, and the resulting optical properties are com-
bined to give those of the mixture. To better represent those particles 
with complex structures, a relatively high resolution is needed – we used 
50, dipoles per wavelength which corresponds to at least ~170 dipoles 
per diameter of a BC constituent sphere. The state-of-art DDA imple-
mentation (Yurkin and Hoekstra, 2011) is used in this study, specifically 
ADDA v.1.3, which has been previously shown to be sufficiently accu-
rate and efficient for BC related simulations (Liu et al., 2018). 

AAE is normally used to represent spectral variations of aerosol ab-
sorption properties, by the approximation of Aλ = Aoλ− AAE, so it is 
defined as: 

AAE = −
ln(A1/A2)

ln(λ1/λ2)

Here, A1 and A2 are the absorption cross sections at the wavelengths 
of λ1 and λ2, respectively. The AAE in this study will be calculated based 
on the absorption at incident wavelengths of 370 nm and 880 nm from 
our numerical simulations or the Model AE-33 aethalometer (Magee 
Scientific, USA). 

Another important quantity is the absorption enhancement (EBC), i. 
e., the ratio of the absorption cross section of coated/mixed BC to the 
uncoated/unmixed one. With second absorbing component, its contri-
bution should be removed for EBC calculation. Thus, EBC is rewritten as: 

EBC =
Amixture − Acoating

ABC  

where Amixture, Acoating, and ABC are the absorption cross sections of 
mixture (BC + BrC as a mixture, i.e., internally, partially or externally 
mixed) and independently coating/BrC and BC components, 

respectively. Again, the EBC indicates the influence of mixing process on 
BC absorption, i.e. it always equals one for external mixtures. 

This study fixes the kf and Df of BC aggregates at their commonly 
used values of 1.2 and 1.8, respectively (Sorensen et al., 2001; Bond 
et al., 2006). The diameter of monomers is assumed to be 30 nm (Sor-
ensen et al., 2001). The details on the fractal aggregates model as well as 
their generation in this study can be found in Liu et al. (2018). We ignore 
the minor irregular structures of aggregates, because their effects are 
normalized by considering MAC (Teng et al., 2020). Furthermore, BC 
often satisfies a lognormal size distribution in terms of the geometric 
mean radii (Rg) of corresponding equivalent volume spheres (Liu et al., 
2006), and all our results discussed are bulk optical properties averaged 
over given size distributions (Li et al., 2016). For the latter we consider 
the Rg range between 0.06 and 0.15 μm and a standard deviation of 1.5. 
Note that when FBC is fixed, the size of both BC and BrC components 
scale with Rg. In particular, the radius of the BrC component is signifi-
cantly smaller or larger than Rg for FBC close to 1 or 0, respectively. For a 
fair comparison, we fixed all other variables making the mixing state as 
the only control variable. 

The wavelength-dependent refractive indices (RIs) are another 
fundamental parameter influencing the aerosol optical properties (He 
et al., 2015). BrC appears to be yellow or brown because its absorption 
highly depends on the wavelength – it absorbs solar radiation more 
efficiently at shorter than at longer wavelengths. The RIs of BC are from 
D’Almeida et al. (1991), while there are still significant uncertainties on 
BrC RIs, i.e. quite different results are observed or retrieved (Alexander 
et al., 2008; Chakrabarty et al., 2010; Hoffer et al., 2016). To account for 
this uncertainty, we performed simulations for two different datasets of 
BrC RIs: Hoffer et al. (2016) and Alexander et al. (2008), the corre-
sponding results are further denoted by “BrC-H” and “BrC-A”, respec-
tively. We consider optical properties at six wavelengths, and the 
corresponding BrC RIs based on Hoffer et al. (2016) are obtained by 
interpolation. Fig. 2 illustrates the RIs of BC and BrC. The most signifi-
cant differences of the imaginary parts of their RIs are the spectral 
variations. BC shows almost constant value over the visible and near 
infrared region, while the corresponding BrC value decreases as wave-
length increases, which is the reason for its brown color. 

Fig. 1. Microscopic images (Wang et al., 2017; China et al., 2013; Kahnert et al., 2012) and model of BC-containing particles. The BC aggregates (small black 
spheres) are internally mixed (a), partially mixed (b) and externally mixed (c) with the spherical organic component (yellow spheres). The BC aggregate consists of 50 
monomers and FBC = 0.5. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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3. Light absorption properties 

Fig. 3 shows mixture AAE as a function of FBC and Rg, and the top and 
bottom panels are for AAEs based on different RIs of BrC: AAE-H, and 

AAE-A, respectively. The left column shows the results of externally 
mixed particles as references. In particular, AAE is less dependent on Rg 
when BrC coating is less dominant, i.e., FBC larger than 0.5 – this is 
similar to AAE of pure BC. For mixtures with FBC less than 0.5, AAE-H 

Fig. 2. The real (a) and imaginary part (b) of refractive indices of black carbon (D’Almeida et al., 1991) and brown carbon aerosols (Hoffer et al., 2016; Alexander 
et al., 2008 – red and blue lines, respectively). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of 
this article.) 

Fig. 3. AAE of mixtures with different BC equivalent radius (Rg) and volume fraction (FBC). (a) and (d) are the AAE for externally mixed particles. (b) and (e) show 
the differences between the internally and externally mixed, and (c) and (f) show the differences between the partially and externally mixed cases. The top row is 
based on BrC RI from Hoffer et al. (2016) and the second row – from Alexander et al. (2008). 
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becomes more sensitive to Rg, increasing from ~1.4 to 2.5 with FBC and 
Rg decreasing. The maximum value is determined by strong wavelength 
dependence of imaginary part of BrC RI from Hoffer et al. (2016), while 
the remaining variation of AAE with Rg for very small FBC is due to the 
fact, that the size of the BrC component is then comparable to the 
wavelength, under which condition size largely affects AAE. The AAE-A, 
mostly around 1, is markedly different from AAE-H (Fig. 3d), due to 
much smaller spectral dependence of the imaginary part of corre-
sponding BrC RI. The differences on the AAE between internally and 
externally mixed particles, i.e., IM–EM, are shown in the middle panels. 
Generally, the internal mixing results in smaller AAE, especially under 
small FBC conditions. This is because internally mixed structure en-
hances absorption at longer wavelengths, but not so much at shorter 
ones. Meanwhile, the differences between the externally mixed and 
partially mixed particles, given in Figs. 3c and 3f, are much smaller with 
absolute values within 0.05. This means that only after BC and BrC are 
well internally mixed, their absorption can change significantly, while 
partially mixed particles result in little differences on particle absorption 
from externally mixed ones. 

To better understand the behaviour of AAE, we compare the corre-
sponding EBC throughout the visible and near infrared wavelengths. 
Fig. 4 shows EBC for the internally mixed and partially mixed particles, 
using the externally mixed model as a reference, and BrC-H is considered 
here as an example. EBC of the partially mixed particles is mostly around 
unit (right panel), and non-trivial results are obtained only if BC and 
BrC-H are well internally mixed (left panel). In the latter case EBC is very 
sensitive to the incident wavelength. As the wavelength increases, BrC-H 
becomes less absorptive leading to the increase of EBC (due to the lensing 
effect). By contrast, EBC is less than 1 for wavelengths less than ~600 
nm, which means that the absorption of the internally mixed particles is 
less than the sum of its two components (when they are externally 
mixed). This corresponds to the relatively strong absorption of BrC-H at 
shorter wavelengths. Not surprisingly, this EBC being less than 1 (i.e. 
absorption reduction instead of enhancement) is different from previous 
results (Schnaiter et al., 2005; Bond et al., 2006), which are mostly based 
on non-absorbing second components. 

The spectral differences on EBC with BrC-A coating would surely 
differ due to the different RI imaginary part variations, so, to further 
account for uncertainties of the RI of BrC and other potential coating 
materials, we fix the geometry of the internally mixed particle and 
independently vary real and imaginary parts of the coating RI. Fig. 5 
illustrates the EBC at different RIs. Specifically, we set FBC = 0.05, i.e. a 
large fraction of the coating, the incident wavelength to 520 nm, and Rg 
= 0.13 μm (belonging to the accumulation mode). The yellow diamonds 
indicate the RIs of some typical aerosols (Moffet et al., 2009; Diner et al., 
1994; Hess et al., 1998) and the grey diamonds illustrate BrC RIs from 
different references (Alexander et al., 2008; Chakrabarty et al., 2010; 
Hoffer et al., 2016) and wavelengths. Clearly, EBC decreases with the 

increase of the RI imaginary part or the decrease of the real part. This 
can be explained by the sketches shown in the left panel of Fig. 5. With 
the increase of the coating absorption (the upper sketch), i.e., larger 
imaginary part of the coating RI, the scattered light ‘inside’ the particle 
(that actually acts on BC) becomes weaker, resulting in the reduction of 
absorption due to BC, and we define this influence as a “shielding ef-
fect”. The bottom left panel is an illustration for the so-called “lensing 
effect”, where the coating acts as a lens that focuses energy on the BC 
“core” enhancing its absorption (Bond et al., 2006). Although both cases 
result in total absorption larger than that of bare BC particles, the former 
is contributed by the intrinsic absorption of BrC materials, while the 
latter is caused by the lensing effect. Note that the threshold for ab-
sorption enhancement and reduction of the RI may change under 
different FBC conditions. Again, the results of partially mixed particles 
are similar to those of externally mixed (Fig. 4b), so the corresponding 
results for EBC are not shown. 

4. Consequences for light absorption attribution 

We discuss the importance of mixing states of two absorbing com-
ponents by considering their attribution. Since BC tends to have AAE 
close to 1 and BrC is supposed to have larger AAE, the AAE can be used 
to attribute absorption from BC and BrC or their volume fractions. 
However, different assumptions on their mixing states would clearly 
lead to differences on estimation of their fractions from measured AAE. 
To be more specific, we determine the BC and BrC fractions by matching 
observed AAE values with simulated ones of the mixture. This attribu-
tion may be not as rigorous as the traditional one that assumes a BC AAE 
of 1 and none BrC absorption at longer wavelengths (Lack and Lan-
gridge, 2013), but it is reasonably enough to illustrate the effect of 
different BC and BrC mixing states. We consider aerosol absorption 
obtained from a Model AE-33 Aethalometer (Drinovec et al., 2015). The 
observation is taken at the suburb of Nanjing, China. Results over four 
days between August 12–16, 2018 are discussed. The details on the 
measurements can be found in Tan et al. (2020). 

Fig. 6 is an example of aerosol spectral absorption measured by the 
AE-33 device at August 14, 2018. The sample has aerosol absorption 
coefficient of 65 Mm− 1 at 370 nm, and AAE of 1.57. For the traditional 
attribution, assuming that absorption at 880 nm is solely due to BC and 
that BC has an AAE of 1, we obtain the black region as the BC- 
contributed absorption. The remaining region, then, corresponds to 
BrC; in particular, the latter contributes 38% of the total absorption at 
the 370 nm. Such an attribution is the traditional one that cannot 
consider BC mixing states. However, the mixing state would directly 
influence aerosol mass absorption coefficients, and a fixed BC AAE of 1 
for the attribution would also introduce certain errors. Thus, we try to 
use the AAE of the mixture as the indicator for the absorption and BC/ 
BrC attribution. For the simplest illustration, we use the results from 

Fig. 4. EBC due to mixing with BrC-H as a function of FBC throughout the visible and near-infrared wavelengths for (a) internally mixed and (b) partially mixed 
models. The logarithmic scale is used for the horizontal axis. 
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Fig. 3 (top row) and assume a fixed Rg = 0.13 μm (for BC component) 
and internal mixing between BC and BrC-H, so AAE = 1.57 corresponds 
to FBC = 32%. In other words, the internal mixture with 32% BC and 
68% BrC-H corresponds to a simulated AAE of 1.57. Importantly, here 
and further we consider BrC-H (having the largest AAE) for quantitative 
estimation. If, however, the components are assumed to be partially 
mixed or externally mixed, the retrieved FBC would be 45%, which is 
over 10% larger than the previous value based on internally mixed 
particles. This simple estimation is sufficient to demonstrate the 
importance of mixing states, but a more rigorous attribution should be 
performed to quantitatively study this effect. 

Fig. 7 illustrates aerosol AAE and our estimation of BC volume 
fractions. Fig. 7a shows the AAE temporal variation over the four days, 
and hourly averaged results are shown. AAE values vary mostly between 
1 and 1.8, and most low values are noticed around noon of the local 
time. Larger AAE values can be explained by larger BrC fraction in the 
atmosphere. As mentioned above, FBC is directly estimated from these 
AAE values. When the AAE is small (~1), the absorbing aerosols are 
expected to be BC dominant, i.e. FBC to ~1. With the increase of mixture 
AAE, FBC decreases. We are mostly interested in FBC differences due to 

Fig. 5. EBC of internally mixed particle as a function of the coating RIs. All other problem parameters are fixed (see the text). The yellow and grey diamond represent 
the RI of some typical aerosol materials, other than BC. For BrC, the RI values at several different wavelengths are shown. (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 6. An example of the absorption attribution from the traditional method. 
See the text for details. 

Fig. 7. (a) AAE given by AE-33-based spectral absorption and (b) the corresponding BC and BrC-H attribution (i.e., FBC) based on the measured AAE values during a 
four-day period in Nanjing, China. 
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different mixing states. As expected, the differences between the exter-
nally mixed and partially mixed cases are negligible. By contrast, the 
internally mixed results for FBC are significantly smaller than those based 
on external mixture (by as large as 20% for BrC abundant cases), because 
the internal mixing reduces the AAE. Note, however, that this effect is 
partly due to the assumed RI of BrC-H – it may be smaller for other sets of 
RI or other absorbing materials. 

5. Conclusion 

This study investigates the bulk absorption of BC aerosols influenced 
by mixing with absorbing materials, particularly the absorbing carbo-
naceous aerosol BrC. Three mixing states including internal, partial and 
external mixing are considered for comparison, and the effects of such 
mixing and particle nonsphericity are fully considered by applying the 
discrete dipole approximation for light scattering simulations. Our re-
sults indicate that there is little difference on absorption between the 
optical properties of partially mixed and externally mixed particles if all 
other variables are fixed. However, the AAE of internally mixed particles 
is significantly smaller than that of externally mixed ones, especially for 
those with large BrC coating volume fraction, because the absorption 
enhancements due to internal mixing varies with the incident wave-
lengths. Specifically, the internal mixing of BC and BrC may still enhance 
absorption at longer wavelengths, while its influence on the absorption 
at shorter wavelengths is less significant. For internally mixed particles, 
EBC is very sensitive to coating absorption properties, and drops to less 
than 1 at shorter wavelengths (where BrC is strongly absorbing). For the 
internally mixed case, the coating properties (the RI and volume frac-
tion) affect the light intensity reaching the BC core. Different from non- 
absorbing coating that causes significant BC absorption enhancement 
due to the lensing effect, strong absorption by the coating attenuates 
light reaching the BC core, resulting in no enhancement or even 
reduction of BC absorption, which we refer to as a shielding effect. 

As a key aerosol microphysical property, the mixing state of BC and 
BrC particles influences not only the retrieval of their properties but also 
their radiative forcing, because the absorption properties are quite 
sensitive to the mixing states. Our findings will be useful for better un-
derstanding of the absorption properties of atmospheric aerosols as well 
as of their radiative effects, so we suggest the mixing states to be better 
detected in laboratory or in-situ observations and to be better parame-
terized in future model development. 
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